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Abstract

Features of combined application of concepts/technologies of SCOR-modeling with logistical concept/technology of management of a separate link in a chain of supply in the milk business have been studied in the article. The term has been introduced and the essence has been provided of the private-cooperative, cooperative and mixed supply chain. The link of the cooperative supply chain “milk producer – serving cooperative” in the system of SCOR-model. Attention has been focused on rationalistic type of logistics as a base of logistical concept/technology for optimization of business processes in the system of SCM. Mechanism and methodology of logistical optimization of internal transportation in the milk serving cooperative has been added focused on metrics of SCOR-model. Integrated application of SCOR-modeling has been suggested along with the method of linear programming on stages of creation (projecting) and functioning of the milk cooperative. Methods of formation of restrictions of mathematical model concerning possible negative effect from using additional points of milk gathering by cooperative through the mechanism of planning progressiveness (digressiveness) of additional transportation costs have been studied. Expediency of using in limited models both individualized or exact and averaged and wide-band parameters corresponding to factors of significant and insignificant influence on effectiveness of cooperative activity has been defined. Conditions of application of the developed methods and models for the level of planning with horizon moderate precision have been grounded.
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1. Introduction

Modern agrarian cooperation plays a significant economic and social role in the support of development of agrarian business and rural areas. At that cooperative forms of business operation remain rather complex objects of management. They include serving logistical-marketing cooperatives of stocking and distribution of milk raw materials.

The complexity of managing such organizations is caused not only by the nature of cooperative management but also by features of the milk business. Such features are, for example, presence of a large number of small-volume producers, significant dispersion of members of producing cooperatives on rural areas, impossibility of long-term storing of the produce, existence of conditions similar to the market of pure competitiveness and so on.

At that modern milk-serving cooperative in most are multifunctional and provide their milk produce members with a wide range of extra services besides stocking-distributional services.

Those and other features make adequate management really essential, which should be oriented on rational use of the existing potential and limited nature of resources. In this case rational organization of internal transportation of milk raw materials within the cooperative is a prioritized task.

This process is a constituent part of a general supply chain in milk business and to manage it different concepts/technologies which are used in SCM system can be applied. At that integration of different approaches to planning managerial decisions in the field of servicing cooperation might be effective.

One of the most prospective directions of integrated application in the cooperative milk business might be complex concepts/technologies of SCOR-modeling system (Supply Chain Operations Reference model) and logistical concepts/technologies of management. Such complementarity enables us to increase the level of all-inclusiveness and reasonableness of prepared decisions for complex objects of management.
2. Literature Review

The problem of managing the supply chain using SCOR-model or its separate elements in agribusiness has been studied by such scientists as L. Aramyan (2006), Li Dong (1999), L. Li (2011), M. Moazzam (2012) and others.


At that M. Moazzam (2012), E. Garnevska (2012) and N.E. Marr (2012) have suggested the integration of the corresponding quality measures of food produce in accordance with the corresponding metrics of the SCOR-model. They implemented the benchmarking and studied the best practices in managing of the milk chain in different countries as well as features of its adaptation to local conditions. D. Vaněček (2006) and R. Toušek, (2006) have studied the solution to the problem of increasing competitiveness of participants in the milk chain through active use of the logistical outsourcing in the system of SCM concept.

M. Jafari-Eskandari (2010) and other researchers have suggested a general algorithm which enables scientists to define optimal routes of transportation of milk and to minimize transportation costs of milk in conditions of uncertainty. The realization of the algorithm is based on the method of linear optimization.

Researchers by R. S. Martins (2003, 2004) and other scientists are oriented directly on logistical optimization of the process of milk gathering in the system of the agrarian serving cooperation. The authors have developed the models which unlike other solutions to transportation tasks in urban areas, consider in great detail features of gathering and transporting milk in rural areas. At that scientists have been offered the methods which consider certain limitations of access to each farm, depending upon capabilities of the transportation vehicles to carry out collection of milk in those areas.

In most recent studies N. Lahrichi (2013) and other scientists have developed a model of the transportation task based on analyses of scenarios for optimization of routes of milk gathering from farms and its supply to milk processing enterprises.

In the dissertation research I. Dayarian (2014) has suggested two variants of a tactical plan of routing for the activity of collecting milk from producing enterprises. At that I variant is connected with the level of planning at the fixed level of milk production in a certain period, and II variant is a more precise plan and considers potential changes of such sizes.

Along with that in the existing researches not sufficient attention is paid to the essence of types of supply chain in the milk business from the position of features of its control.

The process of integrated use of concepts/technologies of SCOR-modeling with logistical concept/technology of management requires further research.

Attention is not accentuated on the rationalistic type of logistics as a basis of logistical concept/technology of management.

Differentiation of models of optimization of internal transportation for the stage of creation (organization) and stages of functioning of the milk serving cooperative is not used.

Limitation of optimization model does not include the condition of the long progressive character of variable transportation costs, and vice versa digressive character of milk stocking might lead to critically high prices for services for members of the serving cooperative.

At that most models are oriented on general algorithm of the approach to optimization or on very complex systems which consider many detailed but not always predicted and essential factors for projecting or even current functioning of the effectively functioning milk cooperative.

3. Purpose, Materials and Methods of Research

The purpose of the research is to find ways of further development of theory of integrated (combined) application of concepts/technologies of SCOR-modeling with logistical concept/technology of management in the milk supply chain and to improve and expand the mechanism and methodology of logistical optimization of the business process “internal transportation” of the milk cooperative based on metrics of the SCOR-model.
Materials for the research were reference-informative data and scientific publications on the problem of SCOR-modeling and logistical management of the system of collecting and internal transportation of milk raw materials in the cooperative supply chain as well as empiric data concerning the activity of separate milk serving cooperatives.

Methodological basis of the research has been a combined use of principles of rationalistic logistics, concept/technology of SCOR-modeling as well as the method of linear programming (logistical-transportation task and the task of a commercial traveller).

4. Results and Discussions

SCOR-model was developed and is still being developed by Supply Chain Council (SCC) as an inter-branch standard for supply chain management. SCOR-model unites three modern managing concepts/technologies: re-engineering of business processes, benchmarking and application of the best practiced (Supply Chain Council [SCC], 2012).

It is essential but one of the approaches and instruments for effective supply chain management.

We believe that in many cases the process of SCOR-modeling is reasonable to carry out in the integrated way along with logistical concept/technology of management as a rationalistic type of modern entrepreneurial logistics.

Besides it is essential while projecting, integration and optimization of certain business processes in a cooperative milk chain. There logistical concept/technology may create the support of realization of SCOR-modeling at its II level (planning, carrying out and process provision), as well as – III levels (flows, elements and course of the process).

Modern entrepreneurial logistics has two main evolutionary directions of development: rationalistic type (scientific principles and methodology of optimization of commercial business activity and support of decisions in the system of management) and provisional type (process of providing main business and different logistical formations connected with them) (Velychko, 2014).

Logistical concept of management is mainly based on basics of rationalistic logistics and it is the approach to management, but it is not its object, unlike management of logistics (provisional type). Besides SCM and entrepreneurial logistics have only partly common base (in the part of the integrated logistics). Provisional business logistics is oriented only on the part of the material flow, while the concept of SCM includes all material flow.

At that the principle of rationalism is more naturally manifested in the essence and fundamental basis of entrepreneurial logistics rather than in the concept of supply chain management, which key basis is a principle of systematic integration.

The basis of the author’s research is the rationalistic type of entrepreneurial logistics as one of the ways and instruments of optimizing phenomena in economics in particular in supply chain management. The rationalistic type of entrepreneurial logistics is a certain development of mathematical logistics as a science on features and methods of thinking and part of military logistics (rational organization of transportation and supply of troops).

Classical mathematical logistics has not lost its connection to economical processes even nowadays. It has become a tangent to business logistics, first of all due to ways of economical mathematical modeling with the method of linear programming which plays a significant role. Thus linear programming is one of the ways of implementing logistical concept in the system of management.

In the whole world the most widespread forms of operating agrarian entrepreneurship is a private-corporative form and a cooperative form.

On their basis two main models of supply chain are formed in agribusiness: private-corporative and cooperative.

Thus there are successive stages of supply in private-corporative chain; supply of production and distribution are located within the control of one person or a few people, in cooperative – it is controlled through democratic management and multi-personal equitable joint ownership, mainly on a non-profit basis. The purpose of the first one is maximization of private-corporative financial results while that of the latter – minimization of logistical expenses and increase of profits of cooperative owners (members).

Generally SCOR-model is oriented on the chain with main links such as a focus company, its suppliers and consumers as well as suppliers of suppliers and consumers of consumers.

In our opinion in cooperative milk chain these links are represented correspondingly by a milk-processing factory, milk serving cooperative, distributive center, producers of milk raw materials and retailing network.

At that separate links of such a chain might have corporative nature. Then we might speak about a mixed supply chain (with the feature of its control).

Internal transportation of the milk cooperative with the object of SCOR-modeling and logistical optimization at the level “supplier of a supplier-supplier” or “producers or milk raw materials – milk serving cooperative” (Figure 1).
Agricultural serving cooperative carries out organization of stocking and distribution of milk at a certain rural territory, which is a part of the raw area for one or several processing enterprises (private-corporative or cooperative type). Members of such a cooperative are often owners of small family farms. Cooperative is created with the purpose of increasing the level of prosperity of each member by improving the quality of improving milk quality and increasing its production, which can be achieved by improving cow productivity and increase in their amount. The cooperative carries out its commercial activity in the field of rendering services aimed at the increase of milk productive effectiveness, organization of its stocking and distribution.

The main demands towards the quality, stocking and transportation of milk are the following: maximal temperature of milk; stocking/transportation packing to the destination of handing over; sequence of defining the amount (weighing) and quality control; signing handing-reception documents and so on.

At that the business process of “transportation” in the cooperative milk supply chain is manifested in two aspects: internal (connected with a small distance of transportation, mainly in the system of manufacturing logistics) and external (it is carried out for long distances between different organizations or distant subdivisions of an enterprise, mainly in the system of logistics of supply and distribution).

For organizing milk collection in rural areas (settlements of one or several village halls), as a rule, several powerful cooperative milk-receiving (milk collecting) stations are formed. At the same time if the distance towards such stations is huge, additional milk-collecting stations (mini-coolers) are organized which are located, as a rule, in free premises or village courtyards. At that organization of collecting milk by automobile vehicles for its delivery to central milk receiving stations with further transportation to the processing enterprise is carried out.

Thus for the serving cooperative there is a need for effective logistical organization of internal transportation of milk raw materials.

At that the process of carrying out such a task may be viewed at two stages (levels) of the milk cooperative business:

I – creation (projection) of a model of a cooperative on milk gathering inside the optimal radius of exploitation and serving for its potential members (clients) – producers;

II – optimization of routes of internal transportation of milk raw materials in the formed model of the serving cooperative.

For solving this task on I and II stages it has been suggested to apply the general methodology of the SCOR-modeling. Besides on the I stage it is reasonable to additionally use the method of linear distribution of limited resources, and on the II – method of the transportation task and a task of a commercial traveller.

Stage (phase)

Setting variable tasks. The collection of milk by a cooperative can be carried out in n settlements or collecting stations. The maximal possible amount of milk stocking in i-settlement (collection station) equals $D_i (i=1,n)$. Holding
The average capacity of milk tank trucks which are due to be bought (rented) for milk transportation equals $Q$.

We will denote $N$ as multiple indices of those milk producers – potential members of the cooperative who have agreed to the milk supply. Besides that will be carried out under the condition that the amount of milk will not be less than a certain limit, in this case the lowest limit of milk collecting in $i$-settlement (collection station) equals $d_i (i \in N)$.

We will denote $x_{ij}$ – prognostic maximal one-time amount of milk collecting in $i$-settlement $(i = \{1, n\})$ while passing through $j$-route $(j = \{1, k\})$. Thus, the unknown data create the matrix $M$ with the size $n \times k$.

$$M = \begin{bmatrix}
    x_{11} & x_{12} & \ldots & x_{1i} & \ldots & x_{1k} \\
    x_{21} & x_{22} & \ldots & x_{2i} & \ldots & x_{2k} \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    x_{ni} & x_{n1} & \ldots & x_{nj} & \ldots & x_{nk} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

(System of task limitations) The process of milk stocking by a serving cooperative is always connected to maximal and minimal limitations concerning the amount. In particular the minimal possible amount of stocking may depend upon certain contract liabilities or their prospects with milk-processing enterprises, economically grounded break-even point and so on. Limitations concerning maximal possible amount of stocking are initially connected to the potential quantity and production capabilities of cooperative members in certain rural areas.

At that separate prospects of expanding a farm business and existing preconditions for increasing the productivity of the milk herd.

So, the first limitation concerning minimal volumes of milk stocking by a serving cooperative is:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{k} x_{ij} \geq V$$

The second limitation concerning maximal possible milk stocking within settlements (collecting stations):

$$\sum_{j=1}^{k} x_{ij} \leq D_i (i = \{1, n\})$$

While establishing the milk serving cooperative it is essential to optimize amount and quantity of assets (milk tank trucks, mini-freezers, milk reception stations and so on). It is necessary to estimate maximally possible for cooperatives amount of assets, importance of radius grounding of members of the cooperation and to define the quantity of optimal milk raw materials collecting routes.

The limitations concerning the latter should include possible different capacity of milk tank trucks, which might be bought or rented by the serving cooperative. At that in case of limiting maximal total quantity of vehicles it is reasonable to focus on average milk tank truck capacity.

Therefore the third limitation concerning the level of infilling milk tank trucks of the cooperative while transporting milk by the route:

$$\sum_{j=1}^{k} x_{ij} \geq Q_j (j = \{1, k\})$$

And the fourth limitation concerning total purchasing (renting) of milk tank trucks for the future cooperative is:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{k} x_{ij} \leq kQ$$

where $Q$ – average capacity of one milk tank truck, tons; $k$ – maximal possible number of milk tank trucks, units.

The fifth limitation concerning the number of milk collecting routes is:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ij} \leq Q_j (j = \{1, k\})$$

Thus total amount of one-time milk collecting on a certain route should not increase the individual capacity of a milk tank truck, which will serve this route.

If in the serving cooperative mini milk tank trucks are used without refrigerators, it is essential to limit the time for the process of collecting and transporting milk, as a perishable good, to the central milk collecting station. Such duration
must be reflected in the limitation as a cumulative index of additional for transportation using circle routes to another settlement or collection station as well as returning to the central milk collecting station. It also might be the maximal average duration of the collecting process and transportation of milk on a separate circle route.

In this case the sixth limitation concerning maximal average duration of the process of milk collecting and milk transportation on $j$-circle route between settlements (collection stations):

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \gamma_j x_{ij} \geq \gamma_0 \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ij} \quad (j=1,k)$$

or after transformations

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} (\gamma_j - \gamma_0) x_{ij} \geq 0 \quad (j=1,k)$$

where $\gamma_j$ – probability that average duration of the milk collection and transportation on $j$-circle route does not exceed the necessary limit, $\gamma_0$ – granted averaged probability.

In separate cases maximal distance of the circle detour by one milk tank truck might also be limited. It can be caused by carrying out benchmarking or the set practice according to results of SCOR-modeling, which define a certain range of effectiveness depending upon distances of internal transportation of the milk raw materials. Thus in limitations it is reasonable to take into consideration the additional distance of detour connected to a certain settlement or milk collection station as well as a total number of milk tank trucks in the serving cooperative. In conclusion average maximal distance of the circle detour will be limited by one milk tank truck. Hence maximal average distance between settlements (collection stations) on a certain circle route might also be limited.

The corresponding seventh limitation concerning the maximal average distance between settlements (collection stations) on $j$-circle route is:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \mu_j x_{ij} \leq \mu_0 \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ij} \quad (j=1,k)$$

or after transformations

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} (\mu_j - \mu_0) x_{ij} \geq 0 \quad (j=1,k)$$

where $\mu_j$ – probability that maximal average distance between settlements (collection stations) on $j$-circle route does not exceed the necessary limit, $\mu_0$ – granted averaged probability.

The practice of many countries testifies that organization of milk serving cooperative in certain rural areas may be insufficiently effective due to a small number of participants of the cooperation, significant distances for detours as well as low volumes of milk raw materials stocking in certain collection stations especially in combination with distant locations of the latter.

Based on that consideration of such factors in the process of SCOR-modeling and logistical optimization of operations concerning transportation milk raw materials from the supplier’s suppliers directly to the supplier itself is crucial.

To a certain extent the mentioned phenomenon in agrarian cooperation is connected with the economical law of the effect of scale of production. As it is well known for effective scaling of production (business) in economics is limited, which is caused by the increase of level of maximal costs and correspondingly total costs of goods, works and services (Abraham, 2013).

At that the change of costs has relatively different character: proportional (costs vary in approximately equal proportions as producing volumes), progressive (costs vary in a relatively bigger proportion than producing volumes) and digressive (costs vary in a relatively smaller proportion than producing volumes).

While projecting milk serving cooperative and defining the radius of its serving it is essential to consider the ratio of increase between additional amounts of milk stocking in a certain collection station and additional costs for its transportation.

In a similar manner the ration with the changes of production volumes is proportional, progressive and digressive cause costs for both internal milk raw materials transportation in comparison with the changes of amounts of its stocking by a serving cooperative.

At that long progressive character of variable transportation costs and vice versa digressive character of amounts of milk storing may lead to critically high cost of services for members of the servicing cooperative. In such conditions the cooperative alternative of transportation-logistical provision of the process of milk production for households and farms may lose its competitiveness and economic value.
Accordingly flexibility and adaptability of a part of the milk cooperative chain, in context with SCOR-modeling, may be regulated by limiting the minimal level of ratio of increase in additional volumes of stocking raw materials and additional transportation cost for its collecting. It will enable a cooperative to rationally use benefits of scale of serving of milk producers in certain rural areas, and correspondingly limit the action of a negative effect of such serving (in particular, critical progressive growth of transportation costs).

Hence the eighth limitation concerning the level of ration of growth in amounts of milk stocking and expenses for its transportation (maximal acceptable level of a digressive type of expanding the process of milk stocking compared to transportation costs for it):  
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{k} \Delta x_{ij} \geq \beta \]  
(11)  
where \( L \) – costs for moving (transportation) to the following settlement, money units; \( \beta \) – maximal acceptable level of digressive coefficient in amounts of milk stocking in collection stations in comparison with transportation costs.

The ninth limitation concerning carrying out certain conditions of some suppliers or milk processing enterprises by the serving cooperative:  
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{i} \geq W' \]  
(12)  

The tenth limitation concerning non-negative variables:  
\[ x_{i} \geq 0 \quad (i=1, n ; j=1, k) \]  
(13)  
as well as other possible limitations.

Setting a efficiency function of a task. We consider criterion of optimality as the minimal value of maximally possible constant of changeable transportation costs for all kinds of transportation.  
\[ F = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{k} z_{i} x_{ij} \rightarrow \min \]  
(14)  
Here \( z_{i} \) means transportation costs per 1 weight unit of milk brought from \( i \)-settlement (collection station) using \( j \)-route.  
They are maximal possible because in case of not including into the optimal solution of one or another settlement (collection station), factual transportation costs will be decreased due to partial correction of separate routes (so-called “shortcut” transportation).

II stage (phase)  
Setting a transportation task. For example an agricultural serving milk cooperative has 15 mini-refrigerators for collecting milk which are located in 10 settlements with significant territorial dispersion and the cooperative has 4 milk tank trucks for transporting milk raw materials to 2 central milk collecting stations of the cooperative.  
Maximal possible amounts of one-time transportation of raw materials by one milk tank truck are known: I – 1.5 tons (petrol fuel system); II – 2 tons (gas fuel system); III – 1.5 tons (diesel fuel system); IV – 1 ton (petrol fuel system).  
Also maximal possible one-time amounts of milk stocking are known in 15 collection stations which are located in 10 settlements.

Transportation costs of one ton of milk raw materials by each milk tank truck are different for each collection station.

Table 1: Maximal* possible additional variable expenses for transportation of one ton of raw materials by a milk tank truck to central milk collecting stations of the cooperative with successive circle** route, money units  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milk tank truck</th>
<th>Milk collection station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z1.1</td>
<td>Z1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z2.1</td>
<td>Z2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z3.1</td>
<td>Z3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z4.1</td>
<td>Z4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * = they are maximal because in case of not falling into the optimal solution of the route for one or another collection station, actual transportation costs may decrease due to partial correction of the transportation route (so called “shortcut” transportation).  
** additional expenses for moving from place of milk tank truck’s departing to each possible collection station as the first and from each possible collection station as the last to the milk reception station should correspond to average radius of serving and these costs should be included into costs for all collection stations as a secure reserve.
It is necessary to assemble such a plan of milk transportation by vehicles to central milk accepting stations of the cooperative, which will correspond to maximal possible volumes of one-time transportation of raw materials by one milk tank truck and maximal possible one-time volumes of milk stocking within collection stations and provide minimal costs of internal transportation of milk raw materials in the cooperative.

Setting variable tasks. The sought for variables will be amounts of milk raw materials transportation to central milk accepting station in \( i \)-milk tank truck from \( j \)-collection station. Correspondingly: variable \( i \) – from 1 to 4; variable \( j \) – from 1 to 15.

Thus in fact it is necessary to define 4 optimal routes for milk collecting be the serving cooperative.

\( x_{ij} \) – predicted maximal one-time amount of milk collecting in \( i \)-collection station while passing through \( j \)-route \( (j = \overline{1, K}) \).

System of task limitations. Amounts of one-time milk stocking by members of the cooperative in all collection stations exceed maximal possible amounts of one-time raw materials transportation by one milk tank truck, therefore inequalities should be among limitations.

The first group of limitations – limitations concerning maximal possible amounts of one-time raw materials transportation by one milk tank truck.

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{K} x_{ij} \leq D_i \quad (i = \overline{1, n}) \tag{15}
\]

It implies that milk stocking will be bigger than milk tank trucks can hold. Hence we have an option to choose from all possible collection stations for a certain route only those which are most profitable in accordance with transportation costs. Since milk tank trucks must be filled up we have some limitations.

The second group of limitations – limitations concerning maximal possible one-time amounts of milk stocking within \( n \) collection stations, estimated for \( k \) milk tank trucks

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ij} \geq Q_j \quad (j = \overline{1, K}) \tag{16}
\]

Setting the efficiency function. We consider optimal criteria to be the minimal value of total transportation costs for all internal milk transportation.

\[
F = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{K} z_{ij} x_{ij} \rightarrow \min
\]

Here \( z_{ij} \) means that transportation cost per 1 weight unit of milk while transporting from \( i \)-collection station using \( j \)-route.

At that if we have the condition to stock all milk and it will be enough to fill all milk tank trucks, we will get the close model of a transportation task, if not all milk tank trucks are filled, the system will be open.

Upon solving this transportation task, multitude of collection stations will be divided into 4 sub-multitudes, and it is desirable to develop the most exact optimal transportation route for each of them. It can be achieved using additional solution of the task by a commercial traveler.

According to the conditions it is necessary to create a transportation route through a multitude of settlements (collection stations), distance between them is known, so that the milk tank truck visits each collection station only once to provide minimal route length with returning to the initial place of the route. Hence for each milk tank truck it is necessary to choose the shortest route.

This task may be set as a task of integer-valued linear programming.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{K} l_{ij} x_{ij} \rightarrow \min
\]

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{K} x_{ij} = 1, \quad i = \overline{1, n} \tag{18}
\]

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ij} = 1, \quad j = \overline{1, n} \tag{19}
\]

Values of variables \( x_{ij} = 1 \), if the cycle includes moving from \( i \)-settlement to \( j \)-settlement, \( x_{ij} = 0 \), if no.

The indices of estimation of a functional supply chain in the system SCOR-modeling are divided into two groups: I – indices of chain functioning (Performance Attributes) and II – metrics (Metrics).

At that logistical optimization of internal transportation of the milk serving cooperative with the help of the method of linear programming is oriented on both these groups (Table 2).
Table 2: Separate components of the SCOR-model parameters concerning effectiveness of link functioning in the cooperative milk chain in the process of logistical optimization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group of parameters of link functioning (SCOR-model)</th>
<th>Component of the model of logistical optimization (I level of metrics in SCOR-model)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>External Reliability</td>
<td>Volume of milk raw materials of a necessary amount to a necessary place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of response</td>
<td>Limited duration of order cycle completion for milk transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability (dynamic)</td>
<td>Flexibility and adaptability of the supply chain due to limitations in level of regressive amounts of milk stocking in collection stations (at the stage of establishing a cooperative and at the stage of its functioning while estimating expediency of widening radius of service)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Expenses</td>
<td>Efficiency function of a model – minimal expenses of the serving cooperative per unit of milk raw materials stocking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assets</td>
<td>Flow of cooperative assets (mini-refrigerators, milk tank trucks, milk collecting stations and so on)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s development

I group of indices - grouped metrics, which are used for setting directions for strategy of the supply chain. Indices of the functional chain in its turn can be conditionally divided into two subgroups: external (oriented on a client) and internal (oriented on a business process of a focus company). Directly these indices cannot be measured, with its help only directions of strategy are defined. Such indices are: reliability of the supply, response in the supply chain (duration of logistical cycles), maneuverability (dynamics), expenses and effectiveness of asset management.

At the same time II group is a system of the measuring indices which are meant for estimation of the possibility to achieve strategic solutions, defined in the indices chain functioning. It is a set standard for estimation of activity or a process (SCC, 2012).

Integration of SCOR-modeling and logistical concept of management in the SCM system implies effective realization of tasks concerning achieving separate component parameters of the activity or the process.

In particular the suggested logistical model of optimization of internal milk raw materials transportation in the serving cooperative is oriented on co-provision for achieving high values of separate indicators of the first level of metrics (KPI – Key Performance Indicator), i.e. indices which diagnose the general condition of the supply chain.

5. Conclusions

The supply chain in the milk business may obtain certain features depending upon its organization and management. It is possible to distinguish such main types of the chain as private-corporative, cooperative and mixed. In the process of the cooperative milk supply chain management it is reasonable to use integrated approach in application of different methodological means which lead to amplification of synergic effect of its influence on objects of management. In particular, this effect may be achieved using a way of integrating concepts/technologies of SCOR-modeling (reengineering of business processes, benchmarking and application of the best practice) with logistical concept/technology of management. At that the logistical concept/technology of management is an approach to management but not its object and it is grounded on principles of rationalistic logistics.

SCOR-modeling and logistical optimization of internal transportation of the milk cooperative is carried out at the level: “supplier’s supplier – supplier” or “milk producer – cooperative”. Logistical optimization of internal transportation of milk raw resources by the serving cooperative may be separately considered at two stages: I – creation (projecting) and II – functioning of the cooperative. For that it is reasonable to use the integrated methodology of SCOR-modeling and linear programming (logistical-transportation task).

Limitations of logistical optimization are focused on the maintenance in achieving a high level of component parameters of the SCOR-model concerning effectiveness of link functioning in the cooperative milk chain (level of metrics).

In limitations of such a mathematical model on the I stage one must obligatory consider a possible negative effect from using additional collecting stations with a low level of milk stocking (digressive change) and a high level of additional transportation costs (progressive change). Such an approach enables us to optimize the radius of attraction and serving members of the future cooperative as well as to correct this radius in case of changes of separate conditions for the already existing cooperative.
Taking into account the level of influence on the effectiveness of cooperative activity, it is reasonable to focus on both individualized or exact parameters (for factors of significant influence) and on averaged or range parameters (for factors of insignificant influence) in the limited models on I and II stages. Among the latter factors there may be such parameters ad: average capacity of the milk tank truck, average level of digressiveness of milk stocking amounts, maximal possible costs for a circle detour and so on.

Meaning for theory: theory of integrated application (combination) of different concepts/technologies of management in separate links of the milk supply chain has found further development; mechanism and methodology of logistical optimization of internal transportation of the milk cooperative oriented on metrics of the SCOR-model have been widened and expanded.

Meaning for practice: the suggested methods and developed models can be used in conditions of level planning of average precision during creation (projecting) of a milk cooperative as well in the system of the management in the existing cooperative.

Further researches are reasonable to be focused on searching for ways and principles of the integrated application of SCOR-modeling and means of logistical optimization for different links of the cooperative milk supply chain.
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